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Reformat xml intellij

IntelliJ Platform page edits include powerful frameworks for applying custom language formatting. Within this framework, the plugin specifies limits on spacing between different syntax elements. The formatting engine, provided by the IDE, calculates the smallest number of whitespace modifications that
need to be made to the file to make it fit the limit. The process of formatting a file or fragment of a file consists of the following main steps: The formatting model builder (FormattingModelBuilder), applied by the plugin, provides a formatting model (FormattingModel) for the document to be formatted The
formatting model is required to build the file structure as applicable to formatting, as a block tree (Block) with associated indents, wrapping, alignment, and spacing settings. The formatting engine calculates the order in which whitespace characters (spaces, tabs, and/or line breaks) need to be placed at
each block border, based on the plugin's formatting model. The formatting model is prompted to insert calculated whitespace characters at the required position in the file. Block structures are usually constructed so as to reflect the STRUCTURE of PSI files – for example, in Java code, top-level formatting
blocks cover the entire file. Her children include individual classes in the file, blocking the next level of closing methods in the classroom, etc. The formatter only modifies the characters between the blocks, and the block tree must be built so that the lower level blocks include all the non-space characters in
the file. Otherwise, characters between blocks can be removed by the formatter. If a formatting operation doesn't affect the entire file (for example, if a formatter is called to format a pasted block of text), the full block tree isn't created. Instead, only blocks for text ranges covered by formatting operations
and their parents are built. For each block, the plugin determines the following properties: Spacing determines what line spacing or break is entered between the specified block children. The spacing object specifies the minimum and maximum amount of space that must be placed between the specified
child block, the minimum number of line breaks to place there, and whether existing line breaks and blank lines should be maintained. Formatting models can also determine that spacing between specified blocks may not be modified by the formatter. The indent determines how the block is indented
relative to its parent block. There are various indent modes defined by the factory method in the Indent class. The most commonly used are non-existent indents (meaning child blocks are not indented), regular indents (child blocks are indented by the number of spaces specified in the Project Code Style |
General | Indent settings), and continuation indents (based on Project Code Styles | General | Continuation Indent If the formatting model does not specify a indent, the continuation mode is not first used. This default means that the first block in the order of blocks of that type is not indented, and the
following blocks are indented with a continuation indent. Wrapping (Wrap) determines whether the block contents are wrapped to the next line. Wrapping is done by inserting a line break before the block contents. Plugins can determine that a particular block is never wrapped, always wrapped, or wrapped
only if it exceeds the right margin. Alignment determines which blocks should be aligned with each other. If two blocks with alignment properties are set to instances of the same object placed in different rows, and if the second block is the first non-spaced block in its row, the formatter inserts whitespace
before the second block, so that it starts from the same column as the first. For each of these properties, certain usage settings exist, described in the JavaDoc comments for each class. See also SpacingBuilder, which helps in building rule-based configurations. An important special case for using the
formatter is the intelligent indent performed when the user presses the Enter key in the source code file. To determine the indent for a new line, the formatter machine calls the getChildAttributes() method on the block immediately before the parent or insertion mark of that block, depending on the return
value of the isIncomplete() method for the block before the insertion mark. If the block before the cursor is incomplete (contains elements that the user might type but haven't typed, such as parameter list closing brackets or trailing semicolons of a statement), getChildAttributes() is called on the block
before the insertion mark; otherwise, it's called on the parent block. New in IntelliJ IDEA 13: Code formatting can be pressed per region through custom comments. Example: Custom Language Support Tutorial: Formatter Code Style Settings To determine the default indent size for the language provided
by your plugin, and to allow users to configure the tab size and indent size, you need to implement the FileTypeIndentOptionsProvider interface and to register the implementation at com.intellij.fileTypeIndentOptionsProvider point extension. The createIndentOptions() return value specifies the default
indent size. Example: Custom Language Support Tutorial: New Reorganizing Code Style Settings in IntelliJ IDEA 12: Allows custom languages to provide user-configurable grouping settings/rules for the types of elements supported by language plugins. Rules can be improved through modifiers and
names, bookings can be applied in addition. Please see Reset and related for JavaDoc. Last modified: December 2, 2020 PyCharm lets you reformat code according to the requirements you specified in the Code Style settings. However, if you EditorConfig in your project, the options specified in the file
overwrites specified in code style settings when you reformat the code. To access the settings, in the Ctrl+Alt+S Settings/Preferences dialog, go to . See Configure code styles for details. You can reformat parts of code, entire files, groups of files, directories, and modules. You can also exclude part of the
code or some files from reformatting. PyCharm complies with PEP8 rules and requirements for building and formatting Python code. In the editor, select the code fragment that you want to reformat. From the main menu, select Ctrl+Alt+L. If you don't select a code fragment, PyCharm will reformat the
entire file. Open your file in the editor and press Ctrl+Alt+Shift+L or in the Project tools window, right-click the file and select . Keep shift press and select additional files to reformat the group. In the dialog that opens, if you need to, select the following re-formatting option: Optimize import: select this option
if you want to remove the import that was not used, add the missing, or set the import statement. Rearrange entries: select this option if you need to rearrange your code based on the settings rules specified in the code style settings. Clear code: select this option to run a code cleanup check. Click OK. If
you want to see the exact changes made to your code during the re-formatting, use the Local History feature. You can reformat the row indent based on the specified settings. While in the editor, select the required code fragment and press Ctrl+Alt+I. If you need to adjust the indentation settings, in the
Ctrl+Alt+S Settings/Preferences dialog, go to . On the appropriate language page, on the Tabs and Indents tabs, specify the appropriate indent options and click OK. In some cases, the Detect and use existing file indents for editing option located in the Indent Detection section can override your settings.
In this case PyCharm will display a notification. You can exclude a group of files or part of the code from reformatting. In the Ctrl+Alt+S Settings/Preferences dialog, go to . On the Formatter Control tab, select the Enable formatter markers in comments check box. Scope area becomes active In the Scope
area, click to add scope where you can specify the files you want to exclude from the reformat. If you try to reformat an excluded file, PyCharm displays a popup notifying you that formatting for this file is disabled. If necessary, click the link in the popup to go to the Code Style settings page and change the
scope of the exception. In the Ctrl+Alt+S Settings/Preferences dialog, go to and select the Enable formatter markers in comments check box on the Formatter Controls tab. In the editor, at the beginning of the region you want to exclude, make a comment on the Ctrl+/ line and type //@formatter:off, at the
end of the region, return to the comment line and type //@formatter:on. You can select a rule that will be ignored when you reformat the code. For example, you can customize the IDE to keep it simple and functions in a row, whereas usually they are expanded to several lines after reformatted code. Go to
, select your programming language, and open the Wrapping and Braces tabs. In the Set when reformatting section, select the formatting rule that you want to ignore and deselect the rule that should be applied. Reformat your code (Ctrl+Alt+L). PyCharm will reformat your code according to the current
style settings, keeping the existing formatting for the rule you have selected. Currently, you cannot reset your Python code. However, commands are available for JavaScript and XML. You can rearrange your code according to the settings rules set on the Code Style page of the Settings/Preferences
dialog. In the Ctrl+Alt+S Settings/Preferences dialog, go to . Select the language for which you want to create a rule setting. On the Settings tab, specify appropriate options such as matching groupings and rules. Click OK to save your changes. In the editor, select the code entry you want to rearrange
and from the main menu, select . Last modified: November 25, 2020 2020
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